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ABSTRACT
This research examined one aspect of leader behavior

a personality characteristic of the subordinate, i.e.,
authoritarianism and how it relates to the attitudes and performance
of the subordinate. It was generally hypothesized that participation,
job satisfaction, and effectiveness would be higher and role conflict
and role ambiguity would be lower under conditions in which tolerance
for freedom exhibited by the boss was compatible with the degree of
authoritarianism of the subordinate. Findings include the following:
(1) congruency was found to be important in only one case; CO where
a high authoritarian subordinate reported working for a supervi.sor
who was low in tolerance for freedom, the level of perceived
subordinate influence over the job was highest; (3) the high
authoritarian subordinate felt he had more opportunity to influence
his work situation when he worked for a more directive boss, and the
level of job satisfaction was highest; and (4) the most satisfying
superior-subordinate pairing was one in which the subordinate was
authoritarian and worked for a directive boss. (Author/TA)
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Early leadei __ip studies emphaslael personality char, teristics of

leaders. When this line of. research I__ I'm_ 1 wanting, the direction

shifted to studies of leader behalior. From this vein coM2 such concepts

as terrployee-centerec," "considora and so fo'th. The use of leader

behavior concepts, too, produced incorclusive results in replicative

stidies. While an "employee cen e supervisor was "effecliv .er

one set of conditioi in one research st-dv in later st dies the s

re7,u1ts did not obtain. Incon-1 r Elsuits lf this nature led

theorists to fonmilate and research approaches which considered leadership

under different conditions. One such approach is Fie ler 11967 He

post 1 -tes that the effective leade-ship style is contingent on the po l_ion

power of a leader and the -FL -rablenoss of the relationships within the

group. In an _ _ller st Vroom (196 ) foune the personality cL cter-

istics of the subordinate affe ed his reactions to different leader style.

Both these approaches have had a sul,%stantial impact on the leadership

literatu- This evidence is convincing that leadership effectiveness

must take into account factors othe thm the leader him elf.

This research exc ines one aspect of leader behavior and a personally

characteristic of the subordinat i.e. authoritarianism mid how tney



r-late to the a.ttitudes and performance of the subordinate.

An early effort in this direction was a laboratory study by Haythorn

(1958) designed to L vestigate the relationship iotween leader and follower

persm-litics and behavior in small groups. Haythorn exaiiined groups which

were composed of 'ileac that were either high or Low in authoritarianism.

Compatibility was defin d as a conditi-i in which the leader ard the group

were similar in authorit i ism, i.e., either tsoth were hi-h or both were

low. Incompatibility was a sitLation in which the ic_der's level of

authoritarianism Was different from that ef the greups, i.e., a high

autho itarian leader was match d with a low authoritarian group Id vice

versa.

In the main, his results lead to the conclusions th4t the homogeno

condition wat- most desirable. In homogenous groups, the morale was higher

and th re was less personality corflict. The followers tended to srive

for approval and the leaders tended to be more aggressive, less sub: issive

and autocratic. Haythorn comAuded that differences as in the incompatible

situation, create conflict and detract from group morale.

These findings would lead one to concl de that it is important,

especially fram the point of view of satisfaction, morale, and conflict

levels in a group to match the personality of the leader with that of the

sa,-rdinate. fhis leads to a ftnn of congiunLv hypotheses about subor-

dinate _Jperior interrelationships and e Tectiveness. Hypotheses of this

type would be of tie general. fom



Performance (-or satis_action, etc.) will be hi<ther under
conditions in which the personality of the leader is
similar to the personality of the subordinate.

Essentially, this position would argue that oulcomes in groups would be

more effective when the loader and the subordinate were similar on per-

s_iality dimensions, especially, authoritarianism.

Yet, another ar5Iument could be made. Perhaps the low authoritarian

suboidina e might respo d more t_:itively to more guidance and direction

from his bo-- If some dogre- of structure is i-eded, and the leade- pro-

vides structure id -au to the situation, then the low authoritarian

subordinate n y respond positively to more directive badership. This line

a__ reasoning leads to a set a__ hypotheses regarding the -uperior -dinate

interre ationship which could be designated as compleiiientarity hypotheses.

They would be of a form which would state that

Performance or satisfaction, etc., will be higher under
conditions in which the personality 6iaracteristics of the
superior are opposite of those of the subordinate.

While Haythorn focussed on the authoritarianism of both tie leader an

the group members, this study is slightly different in that it examines how

the level of authoritarianism interacts %ith one aspect of leader behavior,

t-l-rance for freedom.

Four groups were examined, high authoritarian subordinates wio worked

for either high or low tolerance for freedo: bosses and low authoritarian

subordinates who worked for either high or low authoritarian bosses. Under

these four conditions, -he subject perceptions of role conflict and ambi-

, zlb threat and anxiety and job satisfaction were examined, along with

some effectioness mea ures drawn from company records.
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A set of hypotheses was formulated and que_ ior aires administered to

a group _f managers to conduct the research.

Hypotses

The original hypotheses fo- this rebearch were of the cengruen:

i.e. that both performance and perceptions of the sitt Lions of the

subje ts would be more satisfactory under congruency conditions than under

complementarity conditions.

It was gs=liLlu_othesized ation job satisfaction and

effectiveness would be hi and rele_conflict,_role aallip_i_tyLould be

lower -alder -onditions in which the tolerance for freedom exhibited by the

boss_ was ,cerEpAtible with c degree of authoritarianism of the _ubordinate.

That is, high toler for Freedom boces paired with low aut _ritarian

subordinates and low tolerance. for freedom bosses paired with hi1 authori-

tarian subordinates would comprise a condition in which there was more satis-

faction less conflict, alid more effectiveness than in situat]ons in which

high authoritarian subordinates were paired with higli tolerpnce for freedom

bosses and low authoritarian subordinates were paired with low toler ce

for freedom bosses.

The Measures. Data were collected by questior-aire. administered to

488 managers of retail finance offices in a large consumer finance firm.

The respondents completed forms which included the following sub-scales .

Authoritarianism 4. Role Ambiguity
Job Satisfaction S. Job Threat and Anxiety
Role Conflict 6. Participation

7. Boss TolerJ-ce for Freedom

The authoritarian s b cale is a thirteen item version of liat used by



Vroom (1960 ). The items ginally drawn from the F scale Worno

et al. 1950)

Pa ticipatien is a measure of the _evel of influence one believes he

has in his work sit (Vroom, 1960) The items are

1. In general, how much influence
on in your office?

To what degree do you think you can influence the decisions of
your immediate superior regarding things about which you are
concerned?

do you "eel you have on what goes

3. How frequently does your superior ask your or.inion when a
problem comes up which involves your work?

if you have a suggestion for improvi g the job or clanging the
operation in some way how easy is it for you to get your ideas
across to your immediate superior?

.:_ob w s measured using the following three item subscale

(Vroon -1960).

1. How well do you like your supervisory wor

2. How much chance does your job give you to do the things yoj
like to do?

3. How good is your immediate supervisor in dealing with people?

The lobthiciet= measure is an a priori LalC . It is in-

tended to measure the manager's concern about his job as it may be affected

by conditions in the future for which he may h, e little or no control.

The ite_ on this scale are

1. How likely is it that a najor problen 11,10s1LinpI_DaLfc2=
will effect your job in the next year or so?

2. How likely is it that your boss will evaluate performance signifi-
cantlylower than you think it should be rated?

3. If the performance of your group drops significantly in the next
two years how likely is it that you would be fired- demo ed or
transferred7



To what extent do you think your boss holds the "loss of your
job" over your head as a reason for working hard at iMproVing
performance?

Role Conflict represents a condition under which the individual is

placed in a situation where he is exposed to conflicting demands or role

requirements. Role conflict- and the role ambiguity measures described

below_ -ere meas-red using items developed by Rizzo, al. (1970). A

ten item subscale was us d to measure role -Inflict. Some illustrative

items from the role conflict scale are:

1. I have to do thine::: that should be done differently.

2. I have to break a rule or policy in carrying out an assignirient.

3. I receive incompatible requests fram two or more people.

Role ai2Lbity: was ._easured using ten items from the same scale (Rizzo,

et al. 1970). The role ambiguity items stress the clarit of behavioral

require_ ents in the position. Sa e illustrative items from the role

antiguity scale are:

1. I feel certain about how much authority I have.

I have to feel ry way in performing my duties.

I am uncert in about how my job is linked to others in the
company.

The Tolerance for Freedom of the superior was meas red by using the

tolerance for free:_:om snbscale of Form XII of the Leader Behavior Descrip-

Jon questionnaire . The t le-rance for freedom subscale is a measure of

the extent to which a leader allows followers scope for initiative, decision

and action. Some illustrative items from this ten item subscale are:

1 He allows members complete freedom in their work.

2. He permits the members to use their own judgment in solving
problems.
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3. He lets the members do their -ork the way they think best.

4. He trusts the members to exer ise good judgmen-

This scale is a _east e of the degroe of job freedom and latitude alio ed

an individual in a job. The items are sAtements of boss behavi_r, as

observed by the subordinate, rather than the subordir e's perception of

superior's beliefs or the superior's report of his own att tudes or behavior.

Thus, the tolerance for freedom measure is the subordinateL pe-c,ption of

the leader's behavior as it relates to the degree of discretion provided

and the subordinate performance of the lob.

Effectivenes- or productivity, was evaluated using a number 7f "hard"

criteria, These were collected from company records.

1. Turnover. Pe_onnel turnover was computed by determinin the

ratioSEtween the number of peorie that left emplornent ard
the total work force at the end of the year.

2. Profit ob. ctive. Each office was assigned a budgeted profit

objective. The measure here was the percent of achievement of
this objective.

Budgeted_losses. Each office was assigned a budgeted loss for
the year, The-percentage of loss was used as the measure.

Return on investment. The return on inve tment ef particular
ice wa calculated by determining the ratio between the profits

and the total amount of funds available for investment in loans.

The questionnaire contained all the subscales, except for the "effec-

tiveness criteria" which were taken from company records One possibility

for explaining the relationships bet-- n variables which must not be dis-

counted is that of "response set bias. This simply means that most items

will be answe-ed positively if the job situation is generally 'good," and

if It is bad, the responses may be negative. Additionally, the meas res

are of perceptions and attitudes which may be different from the "objective

realit "



The Rese( ch SettiLl,

These data were collected from 488 m,-:_gers of 7onsumer loan offices

of a large, geographically dispersed finance organization. The branch

manager is responsible for the opera ion of an office which may have from

two to seven employees. He deals directly with customers in negotiating

loans and may well be concerned with the evaluation of other investment

opportunities. While h- is subject to some general corporate policy guide-

lines aid operating procechues, he may have considerable latitude in de- isiolls

simply because of variations in both market conditions and state laws which

golrorn the opei tion of thr, consumer loan industry

His irmediato supervisor is generally not in the same physical location.

In fact, it is highly likely that branch managers report to regional

supervisor who is quite some distance away. The regional supervisor super-

vises between 25 and 30 branches. He may have several staff assist: tq 11-10

aid him in regional admini,, ration and management.

The tasks of the branch managers are =airly similar from office to

office. There is little variation in procedural -equirements and in their

relationship with higher organization levels of the firm. Thus the vari-

ability in job requirements is extremely limited, which would discount the

possibility of this factor being a major -ne whica would affect the findings

of the study.

Perhaps the only difference of importance, and one Mich was not con-

trolled for in the analysis here is the difference in branch size. Ye_

the range of the number of personnel within branches is not too extreme.

It is from two to seven. It is felt the

effect on the results.

fore, that size would have little
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The questionnai_- which coitained the subsc les lAras distributed

mail to C57 branch mariars. Re turns were received from 488 of the

managers.

The subjects were cic_o o ized into high and low gro ps for both

authoritarianism and tho hoss' tolerance for freedom. Pichotomizing in

this fashion caused the subjec s to he grouped in combinations of highs

and lows for each o: these two variables. These two variables were used as

main effects in an analysis of vlrianco A two lay analysis of \Tarim 7e

ras performed using as indel __de-t variables the effectiveness measures,

icipation, job satisfaction, iob threat and anxiety, role conflict,

and role ambiguit . Scher o's test was used when the analy-is of variance

resulted in siwificant differences. This statistical nrocedure test_ the

equality of the category means. It reveals whether there arc significant

differences between the cL egory me

FINDINGS

The results of the analyses of variance are reported in this section.

The tables below report the pe tinent data for those analyses in which

there were significant differences obtained. There were no significant

effects for any of the off ess variables. No significant difference

was found in the level of role ambiguity that could be attributed to the main

effects or the inter-- ion effects. The-- cJalyses of varic-_c_ are not

repoited here.

Table 1 below reports th- analysis of variance for participation.

(Table 1 goes about here
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th main effects were s gnificant for the level of participatiori Inter-

estingly, those uric) worked for a low tolerance for freedom boss reported

significantly higher levels of pa ticipation or psychological influence than

those who worked for the high tolerance for freedom boss. Al;o, those sub

ordinates describing themselves high in authoritarianism reported higher

levels of participation than those s bordinates reporting the lower levels

of authoritarianism. There were no significant interaction effects.

Table 2 presents the rez_lt, of the L-alysis of variance for job

(Table 2 goes about here)

sa isfa tion. Again, as in the dta above there were significant main

effects hut no significant into action. Those s_ ordinates who describe

their boss as be _g high in tolerance for freedom report d lower levels of

job satisfaction th, _ those subordinates -ho reported their bosses as being

low in toler.: _ce for fr L'dom. Also, the high authoritarians reported more

iob satisfaction than the low authoritarians. The-e was no significan

interaction effect.

Table 3 presents the analysis of variar-e for lob threat amxiety.

(Table = goes about here)

Only the tolerance for freedom effect was significant hero. Those subor-

dinates working for a boss described as being high tolerance for freedom

reported high levels of job threat and anxiety than those who worked for

a boss that was described as :)eing low in tole-ice fe-- freedom. The

authoritari i m of the subordinate was not significant. The interaction

effect approached significance.

Table 4 presents the data for the results of the analysis of variance

for role conflic
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(Table 4 goes nbout he

-dislates describing th-i high in tolerance for free:-

report higher levels of rol- 7onflict than those who describe their supe ior

as being low in tolerance level of authoritarianism of the subordinate

was not significE-A, and _ei er was the interaction effect.

Leader t

DISCUSSION

for -freedom and subordinate authoritarianism were not

related to ucrfounanec measure- This leader behavior and subordinate

personality chara teristic neithe independently nor in any combination

accounted for any performance differces among the branch manag-ers. Per

fonnance was no doubt affected by other variables, such as variations in

Ld the size of thecompetitive conditions, different types of mar

market. These may be more important facLcrs in determnng the success of

a branc__ manager than the manner in which he interacts with subo-dinates.

But then, one might expect the profits, lo- es and return on investment

not to vary markedly with leader behavior since the customer may be more

attracted to the firm by its ruitionz or even _egional, rept ation. This

may be developed by marketing effc7ts, including advertising and public

relations that are beyond the range of the branch manager, in terns of

impact.

Turnover was perhaps the most likely performance meas-re which would

be related to the variables that were the focus of this study. Yet, even

this factor was not related to different levels of leade- behavior and sub-

ordinate authoritarianism.

The individual's attitude and perception of t-- lob were ho ever,

related to leader beha:lor and subordinate authoritarianism. But here



too, the result- w: -e somewhat unexpected. The congruency hypotheses

e not support, , or congruen y was found to be important in only one

case. Where a high autholi_, -ian sAbordinate reported working for a

supervisor who was 1-w in tolerance for freedom the level of per-

ceived subordinate influence over the job was highest. The high authori-

tarit- subordinate felt he had more opportunity to influence his work

situation when he worked for a more dire ce boss.

Similarly, in this situation, the level of ob satisfaction was

highest. The most satisfying superior-subordi ate pairing was one in which

the subordinate was authoritarian and worked for a directive boss.

Now, this is pre Tisely what the congrueIcy hypothesis would suggest.

But it would go one step further. High levels of influence and satisfac-

tion would obtain where a low authoritarian subordinate reported his super-

viso/ as being high in tolerance for freedom. Yet this WAS not the case.

Rather, it was the opposite, i.e., the lowest level of pa_ticipation and

job satisfaction.

In incongruent situations, the levels of participation and satisfaction

were higher than that noted immediately above. These situations have some

degree of structure present, either high authoritarian subordinates or low

tolerance for freedom bosses, in addition to that provided by the job defini-

tion. These situations are more satisfying and provide the subordinate with

perception of higher influence than the low authorit ian-high tolerance

for freedom case.

The inference is clear. Some parameters must exist within which people

operate. These may arise from the boss, or from the subordinate' personality.

If both are lackilg, the situatlon is less satisfying.

12
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The authoritarianism of the subordinate has little to do with the

degree of role conflict and '613 anxiety present. Both 'ob anxiety, defined

as conceln about the future, and role conflict defined as inconsistent

demands on an individual, wore highest under high tolerance for fr-edom

bosses. Perhaps the loader who provides more autonomy and less guidance

in the job also fails to provide cues to subordinaes about how he will

evaluate their work. Like ise, the subordinate may find himself in a

situation where he responds to influence attempts from several different

points in the organization, =,,eking direction that is not forthcoming from

his boss.

SUMMARY

From these data it appears that the work situation must have some

degree of structure. This may be provided by the boss or it may come

from the subordinate. But then Fiedler (1967) made this point with p r-

fbrmance, where he found some degree of directiveness effective in -0-

situations. Here it was fo-d to have positive effects on attitudes and

involvement.
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Table 1. The E Participation

Authoritarianism 47.18 1 47.18 9.56 .002

Tol. For Freedom 304.13 1 304.13 61.62 .0005

Interaction 11.51 1 11.51 2.33 .12

Wilhin -88.68 484 4.94

Authoritarian' m

CELL MEANS

TOLERANCE FOR FREEDOM

Low High

Low 15.6488 12.9063

High 16.1065 14.2570

ignificance of Difference

Between Cell Means

Cornparlson Silnifjcance

LA-LTF vs LA-HTF .01

LA-LTF vs HA-LTF .01

HA-LTF vs HA-HTF .01

HA-HTF vs LA-HTF .01

LA-HTF vs HA-LTF .01

LA-LTF vs HA-HTF .25



Table 2. The Et'ect on Job Satisfaction

Source SS MS

Authorit rianism 11.05 11.05 5.27 .021

Tol. Fer Freedom 97.98 97.98 46.77 .0005

Interaction 2.26 1 2.26 1.03 .30

Within 1 013.84 4 4 2.04

Authoritarianism

CELL MEANS
TOIERANCE FOR FREEDOM

Low High

Low 12.7512 11.2500

High 1 .9907 11.8857

gnificance of Dif erence

Bef een Cell

g2marJson

Me ns

Si cn ificance

LA-LTF vs LA-HTF .01

LA7LTF vs HA-LTF .05

HA-LTF vs HA-HTF .01

HA-HTF vs LS-HTF .01

LA-HTF vs HA-LTF .01

LA-LTF vs HA-HTF .25



Table 3. The Effect on Job Anxiety

Authoritarianism 9.87 9.87 1.29 .25

Tol. For Freedon, 135.19 1 135.19 17.67 .0005

Interaction 21.56 1 21.56 2.81 .09

Within 3,704.08 484 7.65

Authoritarianism

CELL MEANS

TOLERANCE FOR FREE

Low High

Low 9 4829 11.6250

High 9.6806 10.6000

niticance of Diff rences

Between Cell

Comparison

Me-ns

8j.culcance

LA-LTF vs LA-HTF .01

LA-LTF vs HA-LTF .25

HA-LTF vs HA-HTF .25

HA-HTF vs LA-HTF .05

LA-HTF vs HA-LTF .01

HA-LIF vs HA-HTF .25



Table 4. The E fe t on Role Conflict

Authoritarianism 107.17 107.16 2.14 .14

Tol. For Freedom 691.31 691.31 13.77 .0005

Interaction 25.88 25.88 .52

ithin 24 270.63 50.15

Authoritarianism
Low

CELL MEANS

TOLERANCE FOR FREEDOM

Low High

31.2439 35.3750

30.5509 33.3429High

_gnificance of Differences

Between Means

Comparison Significance

LA-LTF vs LA-HTF .01

LA-LTF vs HA-LTF .25

HA-LTF vs HA-HTF .01

HA-HTF vs LA-HTF .10

LA-HTF vs HA-LTF .01

LA-LTF vs HA-HTF .25


